Supply Chain

Digitalize the supply chain to foster demand insights across global sourcing, production, and new business opportunities.

Demand Management and Insights

- Drive accurate demand planning, driving insights across volume, product, and customer satisfaction.
- Use situation-based demand management to plan inventory with confidence.
- Evaluate forecasting models across all levels of the business to improve end-to-end visibility.
- Track and Trace and Logistics Networks
  - Ariba Network
  - SAP Global Track and Trace

Freight Collaboration

- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding settlement.
- Leverage item serialization for automation and product traceability for compliance.
- Automate a collaborative environment for carrier management.
- Sense and Respond to Supply Insights

Sales, Inventory, and Operations Planning

- Create and maintain supply plans aligned with business goals as demand and supply change.
- Optimize stockroom productivity through efficient planning in response to changing demand.
- Drive replenishment and deployment planning.
- Meet inventory targets while satisfying demands with defined business rules.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Maximize supply chain logistics strategy and comply with regulations with a digital operations networks.

Warehouse Management

- Drive replenishment and deployment planning.
- Meet inventory targets while satisfying demands with defined business rules.
- Enhance customer satisfaction by proposing accurate buffers, reducing inventory and improving service.
- Promote material flow with strategically placed warehouse management.
- Drive replenishment and deployment planning.
- Meet inventory targets while satisfying demands with defined business rules.
- Enhance customer satisfaction by proposing accurate buffers, reducing inventory and improving service.
- Promote material flow with strategically placed warehouse management.

Transportation Management

- Create and maintain supply plans aligned with business goals as demand and supply change.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Sense and Respond to Supply Insights

Mobile Inventory Management

- Optimize stockroom productivity through efficient planning in response to changing demand.
- Drive replenishment and deployment planning.
- Meet inventory targets while satisfying demands with defined business rules.
- Enhance customer satisfaction by proposing accurate buffers, reducing inventory and improving service.
- Promote material flow with strategically placed warehouse management.

Warehouse Management

- Drive replenishment and deployment planning.
- Meet inventory targets while satisfying demands with defined business rules.
- Enhance customer satisfaction by proposing accurate buffers, reducing inventory and improving service.
- Promote material flow with strategically placed warehouse management.

Risk Management

- Reduce costs and improve service with streamlined transportation management processes.
- Enhance customer satisfaction by proposing accurate buffers, reducing inventory and improving service.
- Promote material flow with strategically placed warehouse management.

Performance and Supply Management

- Create, monitor, and optimize pure demand management and supply planning.
- Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs and service levels.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding settlement.
- Leverage item serialization for automation and product traceability for compliance.

Goods Movement

- Streamline inbound and outbound logistics processes.
- Deliver the optimal order through extended goods movement.
- Plan yard processes and prepare execution based on central workload information.
- Execute your transportation plan and monitor your freight from loading through delivery.
- Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs and service levels.

Freight Planning and Optimization

- Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs and service levels.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding settlement.
- Leverage item serialization for automation and product traceability for compliance.

Freight and Forwarding Order Settlement

- Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs and service levels.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding settlement.
- Leverage item serialization for automation and product traceability for compliance.

Item Serialization and Product Traceability

- Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs and service levels.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding settlement.
- Leverage item serialization for automation and product traceability for compliance.

Service Parts Planning

- Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs and service levels.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding settlement.
- Leverage item serialization for automation and product traceability for compliance.

Replenishment and Supply Planning

- Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs and service levels.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding settlement.
- Leverage item serialization for automation and product traceability for compliance.

Advanced Available to Promise

- Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs and service levels.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding settlement.
- Leverage item serialization for automation and product traceability for compliance.

Transportation Management

- Create and maintain supply plans aligned with business goals as demand and supply change.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Sense and Respond to Supply Insights

Warehouse Management

- Drive replenishment and deployment planning.
- Meet inventory targets while satisfying demands with defined business rules.
- Enhance customer satisfaction by proposing accurate buffers, reducing inventory and improving service.
- Promote material flow with strategically placed warehouse management.

Inventory Management

- Reduce costs and improve service with streamlined transportation management processes.
- Enhance customer satisfaction by proposing accurate buffers, reducing inventory and improving service.
- Promote material flow with strategically placed warehouse management.

Optimized Transportation Planning

- Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs and service levels.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding settlement.
- Leverage item serialization for automation and product traceability for compliance.

Freight Collaboration

- Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs and service levels.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding settlement.
- Leverage item serialization for automation and product traceability for compliance.

Freight Planning and Optimization

- Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs and service levels.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding settlement.
- Leverage item serialization for automation and product traceability for compliance.

Freight and Forwarding Order Settlement

- Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs and service levels.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding settlement.
- Leverage item serialization for automation and product traceability for compliance.

Item Serialization and Product Traceability

- Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs and service levels.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding settlement.
- Leverage item serialization for automation and product traceability for compliance.

Service Parts Planning

- Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs and service levels.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding settlement.
- Leverage item serialization for automation and product traceability for compliance.

Replenishment and Supply Planning

- Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs and service levels.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding settlement.
- Leverage item serialization for automation and product traceability for compliance.

Advanced Available to Promise

- Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs and service levels.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding settlement.
- Leverage item serialization for automation and product traceability for compliance.

Transportation Management

- Create and maintain supply plans aligned with business goals as demand and supply change.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Sense and Respond to Supply Insights

Warehouse Management

- Drive replenishment and deployment planning.
- Meet inventory targets while satisfying demands with defined business rules.
- Enhance customer satisfaction by proposing accurate buffers, reducing inventory and improving service.
- Promote material flow with strategically placed warehouse management.

Inventory Management

- Reduce costs and improve service with streamlined transportation management processes.
- Enhance customer satisfaction by proposing accurate buffers, reducing inventory and improving service.
- Promote material flow with strategically placed warehouse management.

Optimized Transportation Planning

- Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs and service levels.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding settlement.
- Leverage item serialization for automation and product traceability for compliance.

Freight Collaboration

- Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs and service levels.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding settlement.
- Leverage item serialization for automation and product traceability for compliance.

Freight Planning and Optimization

- Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs and service levels.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding settlement.
- Leverage item serialization for automation and product traceability for compliance.

Freight and Forwarding Order Settlement

- Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs and service levels.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding settlement.
- Leverage item serialization for automation and product traceability for compliance.

Item Serialization and Product Traceability

- Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs and service levels.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding settlement.
- Leverage item serialization for automation and product traceability for compliance.

Service Parts Planning

- Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs and service levels.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding settlement.
- Leverage item serialization for automation and product traceability for compliance.

Replenishment and Supply Planning

- Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs and service levels.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding settlement.
- Leverage item serialization for automation and product traceability for compliance.

Advanced Available to Promise

- Optimize planning processes to balance freight costs and service levels.
- Optimize transportation services with strategic tendering.
- Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding settlement.
- Leverage item serialization for automation and product traceability for compliance.